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This invention relates to improvements in 
claspS or fastenings for use with wearing ap 
parel, Such as garments, shoes, belts, suspenders 
and similar articles. 

It is the object of this invention to produce 
a fastener in the nature of a clasp, which is 
adapted for general use, but more particularly 
for use With Wearing apparel and which can be 
Imanipulated with ease and rapidity without the 
necessity of careful alignment or adjustments 
and Which, to a large extent, is self-adjusting 
after being fastened. 
Another object is to produce a clasp for the 

purpose above pointed out which will be partic 
ularly well adapted for use in connection with 
Surgical bandages and which is of such construc 
tion that it will yield in response to excessive 
strains without breaking or becoming unfastened, 
and Which, therefore, effects an automatic ad 
justment that prevents the formation of strains 
Of Such magnitude that they produce breakage 
of the article to which the clasps are attached, 
or discomfort to the person wearing the garment. 
This invention, briefly described, comprises 

two complementary members or parts of similar 
form. So constructed that they may be securely 
interconnected when lapped over each other and 
pressed together, and which may be readily sep 
arated again by exerting forces tending to move 
the lapped surfaces apart. Articles attached to 
the clasped parts may thus be securely held to 
gether and readily separated. 
The above and other objects of the invention 

that may appear as the description proceeds are 
attained by means of a construction and an ar 
rangement of parts that will now be described 
in detail and for this purpose reference will be 
had to the accompanying drawings in which the 
invention has been illustrated in its preferred 
form and in which: 

Figure 1 is a top plan view showing the clasped 
parts in overlapping and interconnected position; 

Figure 2 is an edge view looking through plane 
A-A, in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a plan view of one of the surfaces 
looking in the direction of arrow 3, in Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a plan view showing two specifically 
different interconnecting means; 

Figure 5 is a section taken on line B-B, Fig 
ure 4, and in which the complementary part has 
been shown in dot and dash lines; 

Figure 6 is a view showing a slightly modified 
form of the invention; and 

Figure 7 is another modification of the in 
vention. 
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2 
In the drawing reference numerals f O and 

designate the two complementary clasp members 
which may be secured to the ends of a belt, a 
bandage Or a garment or any other two members 
that are to be interconnected. 

During this description it, Will be assumed that 
the material employed is made from some flexi 
ble or Semi-flexible material of which some of 
the many plastics now on the market, are exam 
ples. 

It is to be understood, of course, that any 
material or combination of materials suitable 
for the purpose can be employed. The member 
designated by reference numeral O is provided 
On One Surface with a large number of prongs 
2 that are Spaced uniform distances apart in 
transverse and longitudinal rows. This spacing 
provides a construction in which any four mem 
bers form a socket like that shown in Figure 4. 
The complementary clasp member that has 

been designated by reference numeral f is pro 
vided on its under surface, when viewed as in 
Figure 2, with a large number of projections or 
prongS 3 that are spaced in longitudinal and 
transverse rows twice as far apart as the corre 
Sponding prongs 2 on member O. Prongs 2 
and 3 are formed with enlarged heads that co 
Operate to hold parts and f f together when 
engaged. Those on member have been des 
ignated by a small ac and are shown most clearly 
in Figure 5. The crosses appearing in Figure 1. 
are merely intended to designate the positions 
of the prongs on the under surface. The prongs 
on members f and are preferably of approxi 
mately the same shape and size and the heads 
or the enlargements ac on prongs 3 are of such 
size that in order to position them in a socket 
formed by four prongs f2, as shown in Figures 4 
and 5. prongs 2 will be spread apart sufficiently 
to permit the heads ac on prongs 3 to enter the 
Sockets. The necks of prongs 3 may be slightly 
larger than the Space between the surfaces of 
the heads of prongs 2 in each row, although in 
Figure 5 it appears otherwise because the sec 
tion has been taken on a diagonal plane. 
Due to the symmetrical spacing of prongs 2, 

sockets for prongs 3 are formed and due to the 
wider spacing of prongs 3, the Spaces between 
Sockets having prongs in engagement are un 
obstructed, leaving space for the free movement 
of the heads of prongs 2 when they are forced 
apart by the heads of prongs 3 during the proc 
ess of opening and closing the clasp and also 
during the translatory movement of prongs 3 
from One socket to another, which occurs when 
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the clasp yields to excessive forces. An excessive 
force in the direction P-P, Figure 2, will cause 
such a movement, for example. To Open the 
clasp the parts ) and i, Figure 2, are moved 
apart in the direction of arrows C-C. To close 
the clasp, parts and are merely overlapped 
and pressed together; the prongs of each part 
will intermesh in the nanner described and the 
heads of the prongs Will interlock to keep the 
clasp from separating. 
In Figure 7, a side 3 is employed to keep the 

clasp from separating and the interineshed 
prongs may then be without heads or enlarge 
ments. To open this clasp the slide is first shift 
ed away from the overlapped surfaces of the clasp 
and the two parts may then be separated. 
Referring to Figure 2, it is apparent that the 

clasp may be disengaged or separated by grasp 
ing the end of member and pulling it a Way 
from member 5 and flexing it at the same tine 
so that only a few rows of prongs Will become dis 
engaged at a time and this progressively, until 
all ale released. 
Thus a nich Smaller force is required to dis 

engage the clasp than would be required if the 
holding power of alli the intercoxed prongs were 
to be overcome at one time. 
When the two parts of the clasp are eingaged, 

forces acting in a plane parallel to the engaged 
surfaces, as, for example, in direction F-P, Wiil 
be resisted collectively by all prongs 3 that be 
come intermeshed with prongS 2, but if an ex 
cessive force is applied in this directicin, the clasp 
Wii yield, allowing the surfaces to slide past each 
otiner because the collective resistance of the in 
termeshed prongs is overcome and prongs 3 
move progressively from socket to socket fol'rned 
by prolings 2, which are designed to perinit this 
movement while remaining interlocked against 
forces tending to separate the engagement Sui'- 
faces of the clasp parts 3 and . 

In order for prongs S to move from One Socket 
to another, it must overcome the resistance re 
quired to spread the heads of prolings 2 apart 
slightly; therefore, the necks of prongS 2, or the 
base on which they are mounted, Inuist flex Sufi 
ciently to permit this movement. The collective 
resistance of a great many individual prongS is, 
of course, quite large, even though the resistance 
of each prong is small. 

It should be explained that the invention has 
een shown to a greatly enlarged Scale on the 

drawing so as to facilitate description and under 
standing of the operation. In the actual clasps, 
however, prongs 2 and 3 aire very much. Sinaller 
than shown; prongs 2, for example, ilay be as 
Srmall as one thirty-second (ss) of an inch in 
height, the cooperation and relationship being 
the same for all sizes. There is no reason Why 
clasps constructed in this manner cannot be made 
of the size showin in the drawing. 

Referring now to Figure 4, it will be observed 
that two groups of prongs 2 have been shown. 
In the group to the right the prongs are circu 
lar, while those in the group to the left have a 
rectangular cross section. This showing is pre 
sented merely for the purpose of illustrating the 
fact that a circular cross Section is not an essen 
tial to the invention; however, it is believed that 
a circular cross section of the prongs is prefer 
able, both from the point of manufacture and of 
operation. 
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4. 
In Figure 5, the position of prong 3 has been 

indicated by the Small letter ac. The number of 
prongs that are interlocked depends, of course, 
upon the length of the overlap, other things being 
equal. 
By means of the spacing and relative position 

of the two sets of prongs, the resistance offered 
to forces tending to separate the parts by a longi 

iginal novement can be varied and in the pre 
ferred arrangement the Separate resistances of 
the prongs are comparatively small. However, 
by employing a large number of interlocking 
proings and Sockets, the resistance may be in 
creased to any desired anoll int. Where the clasp 
is enployed in connection with bandages or belts, 
the parts may be of such relative proportions that 
a longitizdinal adjustment will automatically be 
effected. With forces that do not injure the Wearer 
Oir patient. 

It is evident that if prongs 2 and 3 are ar 
ranged in rows parallel with the forces acting to 
Separate the parts, the heads of prongs 2 must 
a roved apart slightly in order to let prongs 3 

pass. If prongs 3 could move freely, there 
would be no effective resistance in the fastening. 

in figure 6, prongs 2 have been arranged in 
groups of three, each three prongs forming a 
socket. With the tiriangular arrangement, prongs 
A3 can move only a short distance before their 
in ovement brings then into engagement With 
prongs 2, prongs 3 must then change their di 
rection of notion. In Figure 6, one of the Several 
possible paths have been indicated by the dotted 
line T. The heads on the plongs may be small, 
compared to the stem, when the triangular ar 
rangement showi in Figure 6 is enployed, and 
since their principal function is to prevent acci 
dental separation, it is possible to employ cylin 
drical pins and provide some other means to pre 
vent separation, as, for example, in Figure 7, a 
ide is used for this purpose. 
Having described the invention what is claimed 

as new is: 
A clasp comprising, two overlapping members, 

each having a plurality of prongs extending 
from one side thereof, said prongs having en 
larged portions interlockingly engaging reduced 
portions on the complementary member, said 
prongs being resilient and the interlock such that 
the members resist separation against a prede 
termined force in a direction longitudinally of 
said prongs and also resist relative movement in 
a direction longitudinally of the members, but 
may slide relative to one another to a new pos1 
tion of interlock upon application of a force in 
excess of said last predetermined force. 
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